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Electric Vehicle Charging Scheme for a
Park-and-Charge System Considering

Battery Degradation Costs
Zhe Wei , Student Member, IEEE, Yue Li , and Lin Cai , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper studies the electric vehicle (EV) charging
scheduling problem of a park-and-charge system with the objec-
tive to minimize the EV battery charging degradation cost while
satisfying the battery charging characteristic. First, we design the
operating model of the system while taking the interests of both
customers and parking garage into consideration. Subsequently, a
battery degradation cost model is devised to capture the character-
istic of battery performance degradation during the charging pro-
cess. Taking into account the developed battery degradation cost
model, EV charging scheduling problem is explored and a cost min-
imization problem is formulated. To make the problem tractable,
we investigate the features of the problem and decompose the prob-
lem into two subproblems. A vacant charging resource allocation
algorithm and a dynamic power adjustment algorithm are pro-
posed to obtain the optimal solution of cost minimization. Several
simulations based on realistic EV charging settings are conducted
to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed meth-
ods in discussed charging scenarios. Simulation results exhibit the
superior performance of the proposed algorithms in achieving the
most degradation cost reduction and the lowest peak power load
compared with other benchmark solutions, which is beneficial for
both customers and charging operators.

Index Terms—Battery degradation, capacity fading, electric
vehicle charging, scheduling.

NOMENCLATURE

α Capacity fading rate function coefficient.
ΔC Battery degradation cost reduction gain.
Δt Time slot duration.
ε A very small nuber.
B Battery rated capacity.
Ea Battery activation energy.
i Task index.
K Total available time slot number for a task for charging.
k Charging time slot index.
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L Necessary required charging slot number for a task to
reach objective battery SOC.

M Total charger number.
Nt Current active task number.
P Task charging power sequence.
P′ Expanded charging power sequence.
R Universal gas constant.
Rth Thermal resistance of battery pack.
Sini Task initial battery SOC.
Sobj Task objective battery SOC.
Sth CC-CV period transition SOC threshold.
T Total time slot number.
T Current battery temperature.
t Current time slot.
ta Task arrival time.
td Task departure time.
Tamb Ambient temperature.
v Available vacant time slot number for a task which can

be used for expanding the charging sequence.
V Total available vacant time slot number.
C(•) Battery degradation cost function.
P (S) Charging power function.
P(t) Time varying charging power function.
r(•) Battery capacity rate fading function.
S(t) Time varying SOC function.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRANSPORTATION system electrification could effec-
tively relieve the energy dependence on fossil fuels and

gradually reduce the greenhouse gas emissions [1]. The growing
popularity of electric vehicle facilitates the establishment of a
green and sustainable society. As EV’s market share is increas-
ing, more and more public charging facilities are required to
provide charging services for EV customers. Recently, one
promising operation mode, named park-and-charge system
[2], [3], has been proposed for electric vehicle charging. The
parking garage equips several charging points and provides
both the parking and charging services. EVs can be charged
during the parking period. Some projects have been carried
out to explore the feasibility of this mode [4], [5]. Several Eu-
ropean universities led by ETH have conducted the V-charge
project to design automated valet parking and charging system
to implement this operation mode [5]. It is anticipated that the
future parking garages at office buildings, business districts and
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airports can be operated in this mode. An important step to pro-
mote this charging mode to large scale is to develop effective
and efficient charging load scheduling scheme.

Many research works have been conducted on designing ef-
fective charging scheduling algorithms for EV charging oper-
ation. Some efforts have been put on the power grid oriented
issues, i.e., how to mitigate the potential impact on the power
grid associated with large scale EV charging [6]–[9]. In [7], a
decentralized algorithm is proposed to schedule the electric ve-
hicle charging with the objective of flattening the grid load. A
two-stage optimization method is proposed in [8] to minimize
the network energy loss using smart charging and discharging
of PHEVs. Other group of works utilized the control, schedul-
ing, and optimization methods to focus on the EV user oriented
issues, i.e., improve the EV user quality of service during the
charging process. Optimal power allocation and EV arrival rate
adjustment strategies are investigated in [10] to reduce the EV
charging requirement blocking probability. In [11], the mini-
mization of EV charging waiting time via scheduling charging
activities spatially and temporally in a large-scale road network
was investigated.

Although the EV charging scheduling problems have been
discussed from different aspects in these works, one of the core
problems for electric vehicle has not been fully addressed yet.
A major factor preventing the proliferation of electric vehicle in
current auto market is the high cost of EV batteries [12]. Ensur-
ing the healthy and efficient operation of the battery and extend-
ing the battery lifetime is one of the most concerned points for
each EV owner, also a very important issue valued greatly from
the charging operating business’s perspective. Many internal and
external factors affect the battery performance [13]–[20]. One
important factor is the battery capacity fading, which has signif-
icant effects on the battery lifetime[18]. Several research works
have investigated the factors affecting the battery capacity fad-
ing. One important contributing factor is temperature. A genetic
algorithm based PHEV charging profile optimization has been
addressed in [19] to find the optimal energy cost and battery
resistance growth. A capacity fading model for LiFePO4 based
on real operating conditions in electric vehicles was proposed
in [14] and concluded that preventing the high temperature of
the battery was important to optimize the battery lifetime. The
cost of EV battery wear due to V2G application in power system
was analyzed in [20]. The effect of ambient temperature on the
battery degradation was considered in this work. Without a good
control of the battery charging process, a larger charging power
will generate more heat and thus increase the battery tempera-
ture, which deteriorates the EV battery capacity and lifetime. An
intelligent charging system capable of estimating and minimiz-
ing these effects can potentially extend the battery lifetime and
reduce the battery degradation. Therefore, to achieve the best
operating mode, it is crucial for the system to develop effective
charging scheduling scheme to minimize the battery degrada-
tion cost and reduce the system peak power load, which is the
primary motivation of this work.

The main contributions of this work are fourfold. First,
we design a feasible operating framework for the park-and-
charge system charging operator to provide charging service and

Fig. 1. Illustration of the park-and-charge system.

manage the charging process taking into account the interests
of both business and charging customers, which makes our de-
signed three layer operating structure distinctive and compre-
hensive. Second, We model the battery charging characteristic
during the actual charging process and applied it into the charg-
ing scheduling design, which makes the scheduling decision
more practical and feasible. Third, we build a battery degra-
dation cost model to capture the characteristic of battery per-
formance degradation during the charging process and propose
a feasible charging scheme to adjust charging power so as to
minimize the battery degradation cost. Meanwhile, it also effec-
tively alleviates the system peak power load, which is desirable
for the charging system operation. Last but not least, we em-
ploy the practical charging settings in the current EV charging
market and evaluate the performance of the proposed schedul-
ing scheme in comparison with other currently widely utilized
benchmark scheduling algorithms. The simulation results ver-
ify the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed charging
scheduling scheme. It also provides a good guideline to imple-
ment the proposed protocol.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
park-and-charge system and system models are introduced in
Section II and III, respectively. In Section IV a battery degra-
dation cost minimization problem is formulated and an optimal
solution for the problem is proposed and analyzed in Section V.
Simulation results are presented in Section VI, followed by the
concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. PARK-AND-CHARGE SYSTEM

In this section, we first propose a framework for the park-and-
charge system and then further introduce the operating model of
the designed system. The detailed implementation of the control
strategy is introduced afterwards.

A. System Design

As illustrated in Fig. 1, in a large parking garage, every park-
ing spot is equipped with a charging outlet and connected to the
charging network. People drive to the parking garage, park their
EVs, connect the vehicles to the charging outlets, and leave for
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Fig. 2. Operation flow graph of the park-and-charge system.

their personal affairs, such as working, shopping and etc. During
the parking period, the charging system can charge electricity
to the connected EVs according to customer specified charg-
ing requirements. The park-and-charge system includes three
participants: the utility company, the charging operator and the
charging customers. The charging operator purchases electricity
from the utility company and provide charging services to the
customers. When an EV arrives at the parking garage, the driver
reports the charging information, i.e., the arrival time, estimated
departure time, current battery SOC and objective battery SOC,
to the parking garage’s charging management system (CMS).
The CMS then makes a decision on whether to admit the cus-
tomer’s charging requirement based on its admission control
mechanism. Each admitted vehicle’s charging requirement must
be satisfied before its departure time. All admitted vehicles are
connected to the charging network to receive charging services.
Those EVs with charging requirement rejected can park in the
non-charging area or travel to other charging places for ser-
vice. With the collected charging information of all admitted
EVs, the CMS then distributes the optimal control strategy to
schedule the charging activities of all admitted EVs to achieve
the EV battery degradation cost minimization while ensuring all
the admitted service requirements.

B. System Implementation

The designed park-and-charge system is operated in a top-
down three-level structure as shown in Fig. 2. The top level im-
plements the charging tasks admission control. It has the highest
priority to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) for the arrived
charging customers, i.e. the service opportunity and charging
requirement fulfillment. Based on the customer reported charg-
ing information, the CMS can obtain the necessary required
charging slot number and the corresponding charging sequence
for each requested customer subject to the battery charging

characteristics. Then, the CMS makes a decision on admitting or
rejecting the charging requirement based on its admission con-
trol mechanism. After collecting the charging information of
all admitted customers, the charging operator compares current
total number of charging slots required with that are available.
If they are equal, the charging operator determines the charging
scheduling strategy directly based on the obtained charging se-
quences. Otherwise, the charging operator may use the vacant
charging resources and adjust the charging power sequence for
each customer to minimize the total battery degradation cost
of all the charging customers and alleviate the system’s peak
power load at the same time. Then, the charging operator sched-
ules the charging activities of all the active tasks based on their
determined charging sequences.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we present the detailed system model applied
to the designed park-and-charge system.

A. EV Mobility Model

Workplace parking garage is a typical implementation for a
park-and-charge system. The employees can park their cars for
charging during their normal working hours. After work they
pick up their cars and drive back home. The charging service is
usually provided during the working hours. The total charging
service time per day is equally divided into T time slots with
each slot duration as Δt. EVs dynamically arrive at the parking
garage and are sequentially indexed according to their arrival
time. Denote the ith EV’s arrival time as tai . The arrivals of
EVs follow a Poisson process [11], [21], [22]. Considering the
feature of a workplace parking garage, the EV departure time
tdi can be assumed following a truncated Gaussian distribution
[23] with the mean value as the peak leaving time. The dynamic
departure case can be treated as a deadline restricted problem.
Detailed discussion for the dynamic departure case can refer
to our previous work [24]. To make the problem simpler, all
vehicles are assumed to arrive at the beginning of each time
slot, and depart at the end of the business day, i.e., time slot T .

B. Charging Requirement Model

When each EV arrives at the parking garage and requests
charging service, the driver reports the EV’s initial battery SOC
Sini

i and the objective battery SOC Sobj
i expected at the depar-

ture time to the CMS. Most users typically charge their EVs at
the levels that were associated with the battery warnings [25].
The objective SOC of each EV depends on many factors such
as the customer’s expected staying time, charging rate and elec-
tricity price, etc. Accordingly, each EV’s charging requirement
can be regarded as a quadruple task, which is defined as follows

Definition 1: Assuming the ith EV arrives at the charging
station at time tai , and departs at time tdi , with its initial battery
SOC as Sini

i and objective battery SOC as Sobj
i . Each EV’s

charging requirement is parameterized by a quadruple vector
Ti = (tai , tdi , S

ini
i , Sobj

i ), which is defined as Task i.
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C. Battery Charging Model

In current EV market, the major type of battery employed
by the car manufacturers is Li-ion battery, which has better
performances on capacity, safety, cost, etc., compared with the
traditional lead acid battery and nickel metal hydride battery. For
the Li-ion battery charging, constant-current constant-voltage
(CC-CV) charging is the most widely utilized charging method
[15], [26]. The charger varies the voltage applied to the battery
to maintain a constant current flow at the CC period. When
the voltage reaches the cell upper limit, it switches to the CV
period where the charging voltage is maintained at that level.
During the CV period due to the battery intrinsic electrochemical
characteristic, the charging current decreases dramatically along
with the increase of the battery SOC. The charging cut off occurs
when a predetermined minimum current point, which indicates
a full charge, has been reached.

To describe the relationship between the maximum allowable
battery charging power and the battery SOC, we analyzed the
Citroen C-Zero EV charging experimental measurements in [27]
and obtained an approximate charging power function expressed
as follows. EVs equipped with the same kind of batteries are
considered subject to the same SOC function.

P(S) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

P0 , 0 ≤ S ≤ Sth ,

1 − S

1 − Sth
P0 , Sth < S ≤ 1,

(1)

where S is the current battery SOC, Sth is the CC-CV period
transition threshold. Since the voltage applied to the battery
during the CC period changes not conspicuously, the charging
power is approximated as a constant P0 within this period. For
the CV period, the charging power is approximated linearly
decreasing with the growth of battery SOC.

Depending on each task’s initial and objective battery SOCs,
the battery charging process can be divided into the following
three cases. The functions of battery SOC and charging power
at any cumulative charging time t are expressed as follows,
detailed derivation process can refer to [24].

Case 1: Sini
i ≤ Sobj

i ≤ Sth .
The task’s initial battery SOC is very low and only requires

very few charging amount. In this case, the charging process
only goes through the CC period. The battery charging power
is maintained at the maximum level P0 . The task’s battery SOC
at any cumulative charging time t is expressed as

Si(t) = Sini
i +

P0t

B
, (2)

where B is the rated battery capacity of the electric vehicle.
Case 2: 0 ≤ Sini

i ≤ Sth ≤ Sobj
i .

The charging process goes through both the CC and CV
periods. The task’s battery SOC at any cumulative charging
time t is expressed as

Si(t) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Sini
i +

P0t

B
, t ≤ tcc

i ,

(Sth − 1)e−
P 0

( 1−S t h )B
(t−tc c

i ) + 1, t > tcc
i ,

(3)

where tcc
i = (S t h −S i n i

i )B
P0

is the task’s charging duration for the
CC period.

Substituting (3) into the function P(S) expressed in (1), the
battery charging power function at any cumulative charging time
thus can be obtained as

Pi(t) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

P0 , t ≤ tcc
i ,

P0e
− P 0

( 1−S t h )B
(t−tc c

i )
, t > tcc

i .
(4)

Case 3: Sth < Sini
i ≤ Sobj ≤ 1.

The charging process is deemed as only taking the CV period.
The task’s battery SOC at any cumulative charging time t is
expressed as

Si(t) = (Sth − 1)e−
P 0

( 1−S t h )B
(t+tc v

i ) + 1, (5)

where tcv
i = (1−S t h )B

P0
ln( 1−S t h

1−S i n i
i

) is the duration when SOC

changes from Sth to Sini
i according to the SOC function.

Substituting (5) into the function P(S) expressed in (1), the
battery charging power function at any cumulative charging time
can be obtained as

Pi(t) = P0e
− P 0

( 1−S t h )B
(t+tc v

i )
. (6)

Given the equally divided time slot duration Δt, with each
individual charging task’s initial and objective battery SOCs
Sini

i and Sobj
i , its necessary required charging slot number

Li and the corresponding charging energy sequence Ei =(
Ei(1), Ei(2), . . . , Ei(Li)

)
can be obtained by the SOC dif-

ference at each corresponding charging time slot, where Li is
the length of the energy sequence Ei and

Ei(k) =
(
Si(kΔt) − Si

(
(k − 1)Δt

))
· Bi

=
∫ kΔt

(k−1)Δt

Pi (t)dt, k = 1, . . . , Li, (7)

Although the charging power varies continuously over time,
while Δt is relatively small, the energy charging amount can be
approximated as

Ei(k) ≈ Pi

(
(k − 1)Δt

)
· Δt. (8)

Then, to better describe a task’s charging behavior we define
the charging power sequence as follows

Definition 2: Given each task’s initial and objective bat-
tery SOCs, according to the battery charging characteristic its

charging power sequence Pi =
(
Pi(1), . . . , Pi(Li)

)
can be ob-

tained, where Pi(k) = Pi

(
(k − 1)Δt

)
is the charging power at

the beginning of the kth time slot, k = 1, . . . , Li .

D. Battery Degradation Model

Capacity fading is an important manifestation of battery
degradation. Experimental results [28] have shown that high
temperature is a stress factor to accelerate the battery capacity
fading. The temperature dependence of capacity fading rate can
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be analyzed based on the Arrhenius relationship [29]:

r = Ae−Ea /(RT ) , (9)

where r is the battery capacity fading rate under the absolute
temperature T (in Kelvin), A is the proportionality constant, Ea

is the activation energy, and R is the universal gas constant.
According to the Arrhenius relationship, it is noticeable that

battery capacity fading rate increases exponentially as the tem-
perature rises. During the EV charging process, with larger
charging power, more heat is generated at the battery side. These
generated heat will cause the battery temperature to rise, and
then increase the battery capacity fading rate, which is unfavor-
able for the battery lifetime. According to the model proposed
in [30], the temperature change produced by a given charging
profile is approximated as a linear function of charging power
expressed as

T (P ) = Tamb + Rth · P, (10)

where Rth is the thermal resistance of the battery pack and
Tamb is the ambient temperature. Therefore, the relationship
between the capacity fading rate and the charging power can be
expressed as

r(P ) = Ae
− E a

R · 1
T a m b + R t h ·P . (11)

It can be noticed that the larger the charging power the higher
the battery temperature will be, which has more negative impact
on the battery health and lifetime.

Given each task’s charging power sequence Pi , during the
whole charging process the total generated battery capacity fad-
ing can be expressed as

Qi =
Li∑

k=1

r
(
Pi (k)

)
Δt. (12)

Consequently, in order to optimize the charging profile and
prolong the battery lifetime, estimated equivalent cost of battery
degradation is defined here in terms of battery capacity fading,
which is expressed as follows

C(Pi) =
Qi

Bi
Cbat = β

Li∑

k=1

r
(
Pi (k)

)
, (13)

where Bi is the rated battery capacity of task i, Cbat is the
battery replacement cost, β = Δt·Cb a t

Bi
is a positive coefficient.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As previously introduced in the system implementation part,
the park-and-charge system is operated in an event-driven man-
ner. The system schedules the electric vehicle charging activities
in real-time. Detailed operation of the system is formulated as
follows.

A. Task Admission Control

Whenever a new EV arrives at the parking garage and re-
quests for charging, the CMS of the parking garage triggers the
task admission control mechanism to determine if the charging
requirement can be admitted for service. Considering current

EV penetration rate and the service capability of the charging
network, it is assumed that at most M EVs can be charged
concurrently in the parking garage. For the newly arrived task
Tj = (taj , T, Sini

j , Sobj
j ), given its charging information its nec-

essary required charging slot number Lj and the correspond-
ing charging power sequence Pj can be obtained accordingly.
Then, the admission control mechanism makes the decision ac-
cordingly. A new task is accepted for charging if the following
constraint is satisfied,

∑

i∈I(ta
j )

L
ta
j

i + L
ta
j

j ≤ M
(
T − taj + 1

)
, (14)

where I
(
taj
)

is the existing admitted active task set at time slot

taj , and L
ta
j

i is the necessary required charging slot number for
each task in I at time slot taj .

B. Battery Degradation Cost Minimization Problem

The admission control mechanism guarantees as many tasks
as possible to get the charging opportunity under their accept-
able maximum charging power conditions. While in most cases,
especially under the low traffic scenarios, there are some vacant
charging resources not being fully utilized if the vehicles are
charged under their maximum acceptable charging power. Un-
der these circumstances the charging operator can adjust the
tasks’ charging power and fully utilize all the vacant resources
to minimize the battery degradation cost. Meanwhile, the sys-
tem’s peak power load is effectively relieved. Thus, a battery
degradation cost minimization problem can be formulated as
follows

P0 : min
P t

i

Nt∑

i=1

C
(
Pt

i

)

s.t. Pi(1) ≤ P (Si(t)) ,

Pi(k) ≤ P

⎛

⎝Si(t) +
1
Bi

k−1∑

j=1

Pi(j) · Δt

⎞

⎠ , k > 1

Li∑

k=1

Pi(k) · Δt =
(
Sobj

i − Si(t)
)
· Bi,

∑

i

1Pi (k)>0 ≤ M,∀k. (15)

The optimization problem is implemented in an event-driven
manner, it is executed whenever a new task is admitted for
charging. The charging operator adjusts the charging power se-
quence to minimize the total battery degradation cost of all the
active tasks, where Nt in the objective function is the number
of currently active tasks, Pt

i is the charging power sequence
of task i at current time slot t. The first two constraints en-
sure that the active tasks’ charging power at each charging time
slot is smaller than their maximum allowable charging power
following the battery charging characteristic, where Si(t) is the
battery SOC at the beginning of current time slot t. The third con-
straint guarantees the charging requirement fulfillment of each
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admitted task after its whole charging process. The fourth con-
straint ensures that the number of EVs charged simultaneously
cannot exceed the system maximum service capability, where
1Pi (k)>0 is an indicator function.

V. BATTERY DEGRADATION COST MINIMIZED

EV CHARGING SCHEME

By analyzing the feature of the above battery degradation cost
minimization problem, it can be observed that we only need to
adjust the task’s charging power sequence under the situation
that the total necessary required charging slot number is smaller
than the available system service capacity.

According to the capacity fading rate function r(•), we can
obtain the following Lemma.

Lemma 1: Within the feasible charging power range, the ca-
pacity fading rate function r(•) is convex.

Proof: See Appendix A. �
As reducing the charging power is effective to slow down the

battery capacity fading, a concept of expanding charging power
sequence is defined as follows

Definition 3: Given the initial charging power sequence of

task Ti as Pi =
(
Pi(1), . . . , Pi(Li)

)
, by expanding the charg-

ing power sequence for v time slots, the updated charging power

sequence is denoted as P′
i =

(
P ′

i (1), . . . , P ′
i (Li), P ′

i (Li +

1), . . . , P ′
i (Li + v)

)
. The expanding procedure meets the fol-

lowing constraints

Li∑

k=1

Pi (k) =
Li +v∑

k=1

P ′
i (k) , (16)

and

Pi(k) ≥ P ′
i (k),∀k ∈ [1, Li ]. (17)

The first constraint guarantees the total charging requirement
to remain unchanged after the expanding procedure. Under this
premise, according to the battery charging characteristic the
updated charging power is no larger than the original charging
power at each specific charging time slot, which is indicated in
the second constraint.

According to the convexity of the capacity fading rate func-
tion r(•) introduced by Lemma 1, we can further obtain the
following properties.

Property 1: For any charging power P , it has the following
relationship

r(P ) ≤ r′(P ) · P. (18)

Proof: See Appendix B. �
Property 2: For any charging power sequence Pi =(

Pi(1), . . . , Pi(Li)
)

, it has the following relationship

r′
(
Pi(1)

)
≥ r′

(
Pi(2)

)
≥ · · · > r′

(
Pi(Li)

)
. (19)

Proof: See Appendix C. �
Property 3: For any charging power sequence element Pi(k)

and its counterpart P ′
i (k) in the expanded charging power

sequence ∀k ∈ [1, Li ], it has the following relationship

r
(
Pi(k)

)
≥ r
(
P ′

i (k)
)

+ r′
(
P ′

i (k)
)(

Pi(k) − P ′
i (k)

)
. (20)

Proof: See Appendix D. �
Based on the above introduced properties, we can further

obtain the following theorem,
Theorem 1: For any active task, expanding the charging

power sequence is beneficial to decrease the battery degrada-
tion cost.

Proof: See Appendix E. �
According to Theorem 1, it is beneficial to make full use of

all the available charging resources to reduce the total battery
degradation cost. Given the updated total charging slot num-
ber K for each specific task, we need to determine its charg-
ing power sequence accordingly to minimize the cost while
satisfying all charging constraints. Thus, the problem can be
expressed as

P1 : min
P (k)

K∑

k=1

r
(
P (k)

)

s.t. P (1) ≤ P
(
S (t)

)

P (k) ≤ P

⎛

⎝S (t) +
1
B

k−1∑

j=1

P (j) · Δt

⎞

⎠ , k > 1

K∑

k=1

P (k) · Δt =
(
Sobj − S (t)

)
· B (21)

where K = min(L + v, T ), L is the task’s necessary required
charging slot number at current time slot t, and v is the extra
available vacant charging slot number which can be allocated
to the task for charging. The first two constraints in the opti-
mization problem restricts the charging power at each time slot
not exceeding the maximum allowable charging power as per
the battery charging characteristic. The third constraint restricts
the task’s charging requirement being satisfied after the whole
charging duration.

Given the extra available vacant charging slot number v, we
propose a dynamic power adjustment algorithm (DPA) to solve
the above problem P1 . Detailed description of the DPA al-
gorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. For the task whose Sobj

is smaller than Sth , by expanding the charging sequence, the
power is evenly distributed throughout the whole charging pro-
cess. For other tasks, there is an iterated process to obtain the
feasible charging power sequence. We first set a base charging
power P1 evenly distributed among all available charging slots
as step 8 shows. Since the battery maximum allowable charging
power gradually decreases with the increase of battery SOC, if
the EV is always charged in accordance with the base charging
power P1 , it will break the maximum allowable charging power
constraint in the later charging phase as illustrated in Fig. 3.
In other words, in real charging process the charging activity
still follows the physical maximum charging power constraint.
However, due to the small charging power allocated at the be-
ginning of the charging process, the customer specified charging
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Power Adjustment Algorithm.

Input: Sini , Sobj , L, v, ε
1: K = min (L + v, T )
2: if Sobj ≤ Sth then

3: P ′(k) = (S o b j −S i n i )B

K Δt , k = 1, . . . , K
4: else
5: P0 = P(Sini)
6: Get the task’s charging power curve P(t) by P0 , Sini

7: Set i = 1
8: Obtain the initial charging power Pi = (S o b j −S in t )B

K Δt
9: Get ti = P−1 (Pi)

10: Get Δi = Pi · (KΔt − ti) −
∫ K Δt

ti
P (t)dt

11: while Δi > ε do
12: i = i + 1
13: Pi = Pi−1 + Δ i−1

ti−1

14: ti = P−1(Pi)
15: Δi = Pi · (ti−1 − ti) −

∫ ti−1

ti
P (t)dt

16: end while
17: Get t′ = P−1 (Pi)
18: P (t) = Pi , for t ∈ [0, t′]
19: P (t) = P(t), for t ∈ [t′,KΔt]
20: P ′ (k) = P

(
(k − 1)Δt

)
, k = 1, . . . , K

21: end if
Output: Updated charging power sequence P′

requirement cannot be fully satisfied at the end of the charging
process. There will be a charging amount shortage Δ as the
red shaded area shows in Fig. 3. Thus, the charging power
needs to be adjusted iteratively until the feasible charging power
sequence is obtained. The detailed power adjustment procedure
is shown in steps 11 to 16. At last, we can obtain the updated
charging power sequence P′, which guarantees to minimize the
battery degradation cost for the given task while satisfying all
the charging constraints.

Problem P1 achieves the cost minimization for each indi-
vidual task given its total available charging slot number K.
However, for the whole charging system we need to determine
how to allocate all the vacant resources to the corresponding
tasks so as to minimize the total battery degradation cost of the
system as the original problem P0 indicates. According to The-
orem 1, it can be noted that expanding the charging sequence

Fig. 4. Illustration of the cost function by expanding charging sequence.

can effectively reduce the battery degradation cost C. We fo-
cus on how the cost reduction amount changes by successively
expanding the charging sequence over one more vacant charg-
ing resource of each individual task. The cost reduction gain is
expressed as follows

ΔCv = C(Pv+1) − C(Pv ), v = 0, 1, . . . (22)

where Pv is updated charging power sequence after expanding
the original charging power sequence over v time slots.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, there are three possibilities for the
cost reduction trend by expanding the charging sequence. For
case a, the cost reduction gain ΔCv by successively expand-
ing the charging sequence over one more time slot is gradually
decreasing. Thus, the vacant charging resources can be allo-
cated individually to the task which produces the most cost
reduction to achieve the maximum cost saving for the system.
While for case b, the cost reduction gain ΔCv by successively
expanding the charging sequence over one more time slot is
gradually increasing. Therefore, the vacant charging resources
can be preferentially allocated to the task which makes the most
cost reduction to its maximum extent, so on so forth until all
vacant charging resources have been allocated. For case c, since
how the cost reduction gain ΔCv exactly changes is uncertain,
it is difficult to obtain the optimal allocation solution directly.

To determine how to allocate the resources, we need to in-
vestigate the probability of Pr{ΔCv+1 < ΔCv}. Owing to the
unavailability of the explicit expression of the charging power
sequence, it’s hard to obtain the probability from mathematical
derivations. Consequently, we conduct 5000 Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations to evaluate Pr{ΔCv+1 < ΔCv} with different values
of the battery degradation cost parameter α. Simulation result
is shown in Fig. 5. Under the feasible value of α = 5740 ◦C
(6013.6 K), we can see Pr{ΔCv+1 < ΔCv} = 1, which means
for any task by successively expanding the charging power se-
quence the cost reduction gain is decreasing like case a indicates
in Fig. 4.

According to the above discussed feature, we propose an op-
timal vacant resource allocation algorithm (VRA), as described
in Algorithm 2, to allocate all these vacant charging resources
to the best candidates to minimize the total battery degrada-
tion cost of the system. Assuming there are V available vacant
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Fig. 5. P r{ΔCv +1 < ΔCv } vs. α.

Algorithm 2: Vacant Resource Allocation Algorithm.

Input: t, I, St , Sobj , ε, V
1: Obtain each task’s current charging power sequence Pi

and the sequence length L0
i = ‖Pi‖� 0

, i ∈ I
2: while V > 0 do
3: for i = 1 : ‖I‖�0

do
4: Li = ‖Pi‖�0

5: if 0 < Li < T − t + 1 then
6: P′

i = DPA(St
i , S

obj
i , L0

i , Li + 1 − L0
i , ε)

7: ΔCi = C(Pi) − C(P′
i)

8: else ΔCi = 0
9: end if

10: end for
11: if max(ΔC) = 0 then
12: break
13: end if
14: [ΔCk , k] = arg maxΔC
15: Pk = P′

k

16: V = V − 1
17: end while
Output: The updated charging power sequence Pi , i ∈ I

charging resources besides all tasks’ necessary required charg-
ing requirements. The V resources are allocated individually.
We hypothetically expand each task’s charging sequence for
one time slot and obtain its updated charging power sequence
by solving problem P1 . Then, the cost reduction gain ΔC of
each task after expanding the charging sequence can be ob-
tained. By comparing the potential cost reduction gain of all the
tasks, we can find the one which produces the maximum cost
reduction. Then, this vacant charging resource is allocated to
this task and its charging sequence is updated correspondingly.
This procedure is iteratively executed until all V resources have
been allocated. For each specific task its maximum charging
sequence length cannot be larger than the total available slot
number from current time to the end of the business day. If any
task reaches this limit, it will not be engaged in the allocation
anymore.

Based on the feature of cost reduction gain ΔCv , for the
proposed greedy based vacant resource allocation algorithm we
can obtain the following theorem,

Theorem 2: The proposed vacant resource allocation algo-
rithm is optimal to achieve the minimum battery degradation
cost for the system.

Proof: See Appendix F. �
Ultimately, according to the determined charging power se-

quence of each active task, the charging operator makes the
scheduling decision for each time slot. As the system is oper-
ated in an event-driven manner, whenever a new task arrives, it
needs to reallocate the charging resources and update each task’s
charging profile. Thus, it’s better to schedule the larger charging
power task first to save more charging resources and leave more
flexibility to serve the future arrived charging requirements.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed battery degradation cost
minimized charging scheme by comparing it with two widely
applied benchmark strategies Round-Robin [31], [32] and Ran-
dom [6], [33]. All results are carried out over 500 Monte Carlo
simulations.

A. Simulation Setting

We take a regular workplace parking garage as the object.
The whole working hours (9am–5pm) are equally divided into
T = 800 time slots, with each slot duration as Δt = 0.01 hrs.
Considering the current EV penetration rate and the grid con-
figuration in a workplace parking garage, we assume at most
M = 8 EVs can be charged simultaneously [34] in the garage.
To demonstrate the wide range applicability and robust perfor-
mance of the proposed charging scheme, three different charging
scenarios are studied here: Case 1, all EVs are homogeneously
equipped with the same type of battery, they arrive before work
and depart after work. This case can be treated as an offline
case, all tasks’ charging information are known to the charging
operator. Case 2, all settings are the same as Case 1 except that
the arrived EVs are heterogeneously equipped with two differ-
ent types of batteries. Case 3, the EVs dynamically arrive at
the parking garage before the middle of the day following a
Poisson process with an arrival rate λ and depart after work.
This case can be treated as an online case, the task’s charging
information reveals to the charging operator only when it arrives
at the parking garage. For Case 1 and 3, EVs are equipped with
B = 60 kWh batteries. The battery CC-CV stage transition
threshold is Sth = 0.6. For Case 2, half of the vehicles are
equipped with B = 60 kWh batteries with the Sth = 0.6, the
other half are equipped with B = 80 kWh batteries with the
Sth = 0.7. For all cases, The maximum charging power during
the CC stage is P0 = 40 kW. The parameter ε = 10−4 . Consid-
ering the charging behaviours of most customers, the initial EV
battery SOCs Sini are assumed following a uniform distribution
from 0.1 to 0.5. The required battery SOCs Sobj are assumed fol-
lowing a uniform distribution from 0.8 to 0.9 as many electric
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Fig. 6. Homo-battery case total battery degradation cost reduction gain.

Fig. 7. Homo-battery case Jain’s fairness index.

vehicle manufactures recommend the users note necessary to
fully charge the battery to prolong the battery lifetime [35].

B. Simulation Results

For Case 1 the offline scenario, the performance of battery
degradation cost reduction gain over the original unexpanded
case under different arrived vehicle numbers is first demon-
strated in Fig. 6. From the figure, we can see by utilizing the
vacant charging resources the battery degradation cost are sig-
nificantly reduced. With more vehicles arriving there are less
vacant charging resources can be utilized, thus the cost reduc-
tion gain is correspondingly decreased. However, our proposed
VRA algorithm can always achieve the best cost reduction gain
compared with the other two strategies.

In order to evaluate the fairness issue among all the charging
customers under different allocation strategies, we employ the
Jain’s fairness index [36], which is defined as follows

J (C1 , C2 , . . . , CN ) =

(∑N
i=1 Ci

)2

N ·
∑N

i=1 C2
i

, (23)

Fig. 8. Homo-battery case peak charging power load.

Fig. 9. Het-battery case total battery degradation cost reduction gain.

where N is the total charging customer number, Ci = C(Pi) is
the battery degradation cost of the ith customer. The fairness
comparison is shown in Fig. 7. It can be noticed that VRA
algorithm achieves the best fairness for all customers to reduce
their battery degradation cost.

As we discussed before, expanding the charging sequence can
not only reduce the battery degradation cost, which is beneficial
for the customers to prolong the battery lifetime, it is also effec-
tive to relieve the peak load for the charging system. The peak
charging power load comparison under 40 arriving vehicles case
is shown in Fig. 8. It can be noted that with using the VRA al-
gorithm the system peak charging power load reduces the most
15% among all the algorithms under the discussed scenario,
which is very promising for the charging system operation.

For Case 2, we would like to verify the proposed charging
scheme can be applied to the heterogeneous battery case as
well. The performance of battery degradation cost reduction
gain, Jain’s fairness index and peak power load under differ-
ent arrived vehicle number cases are compared in Figs. 9–11,
respectively. From the simulation results, it can be observed
that the proposed VRA algorithm still achieves the most battery
degradation cost reduction gain, the best fairness, and the most
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Fig. 10. Het-battery case Jain’s fairness index.

Fig. 11. Het-battery case peak charging power load.

peak power load alleviation in comparison with the other two so-
lutions. Therefore, the proposed charging scheme demonstrates
wide range applicability and effectiveness, which benefits both
the customers and charging operator.

For Case 3 the online scenario, all EVs dynamically arrive at
the parking garage. To verify the effectiveness and robustness
of the proposed charging scheme, we evaluate the performance
under different arrival rate scenarios. The battery degradation
cost reduction gain over the original unexpanded case is com-
pared in Fig. 12. From the figure, we can see the proposed
VRA algorithm can always achieve the most battery degrada-
tion cost reduction among all the strategies. Another important
performance index, system peak power load, is demonstrated in
Fig. 13. With increasing the arrival rate, there are higher prob-
ability more vehicles are charged simultaneously, which will
make the system peak load rise. By utilizing our proposed VRA
algorithm, it can be noted that the system power load can be
always effectively decreased. Under some scenarios, the system
peak power can be reduced over 50 % compared with the origi-
nal unexpanded case, which is quite promising for the charging
system operation.

Fig. 12. Online case total battery degradation cost reduction gain.

Fig. 13. Online case peak charging power load.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the EV charging problem under
a park-and-charge system. We designed the operating model for
the system to provide charging service by jointly considering
the interests of both customers and business. A practical charg-
ing scheme was proposed for integrating the effects of battery
degradation into EV charging scheduling problem. We devised
a battery degradation cost model to capture the characteristic of
battery performance degradation during the charging process.
The developed battery degradation cost model was incorporated
into the optimal EV charging scheduling scheme design to min-
imize the system total battery degradation cost. By investigating
the feature of the cost minimization problem, we decomposed
the problem into two sub-problems and proposed vacant
resource allocation algorithm and dynamic power adjusting
algorithm to solve the associated optimization problem. The
applicability and effectiveness of the proposed methods were
demonstrated through several case studies. The obtained results
exhibited the superior performance of the proposed method in
achieving both battery degradation cost minimization and
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Fig. 14. Illustration for Property 1.

system peak power load reduction, which benefits both the
customers and charging operator.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THE LEMMA 1

Proof: According to (11), the capacity fading rate function

can be written as r(P ) = ae−α · 1
k 1 P + b , where a = A, α = Ea

R ,
k1 = Rth , b = Tamb are all positive coefficients.

Then, we can obtain

∂r

∂P
= aαk1 ·

1
(k1P + b)2 · e−

α
k 1 P + b > 0, (24)

∂2r

∂P 2 = aαk2
1 · e−

α
k 1 P + b ·

[
α

(k1P + b)4 − 2
(k1P + b)3

]

.

(25)

It can be seen that the convexity of r(P ) depends on the rela-
tionship between P and (α/2−b)

k1
. When P < (α/2−b)

k1
, the capac-

ity fading rate function is convex. According to the measurement
data by Sandia National Laboratories, the Li-ion battery has an
activation energy on the order of 50 kJ/mol [37]. The univer-
sal gas constant R = 8.3144598 J/mol/K. Thus, α = Ea/R =
6013.6 K (5740 ◦C). The thermal resistant Rth = 0.002 ◦C/W,
and the ambient temperature is 25 ◦C [30]. According to the
current charging technology, the maximum charging power P
is around 120 kW [34], which is far smaller than the value of
(α/2−b)

k1
. Then, we can see ∂ 2 r

∂P 2 > 0. Thus, within the feasible
charging power range the capacity fading rate function r(•) is
convex. �

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THE PROPERTY 1

Proof: This property can be easily derived according to the
feature of a convex function. An illustration of this property is
shown in Fig. 14. �

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THE PROPERTY 2

Proof: According to Lemma 1, we have known ∂ 2 r
∂P 2 > 0.

Thus, r′(•) is an increasing function. Since the charging power
sequence has a decreasing trend in accordance with the battery

Fig. 15. Illustration for Property 3.

charging characteristic, i.e. Pi(1) ≥ Pi(2) ≥ · · · ≥ Pi(Li), we
can obtain the given relationship. �

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THE PROPERTY 3

Proof: Based on Lemma 1, we have known that r(•) is a
convex function. Given Pi(k) ≥ P ′

i (k),∀k ∈ [1, Li ], according
to the property of convex function we have

r
(
Pi(k)

)
= r
(
P ′

i(k) + Pi(k) − P ′
i(k)

)

≥ r
(
P ′

i(k)
)

+ r′
(
P ′

i(k)
)(

Pi(k) − P ′
i(k)

)
.

(26)

This relationship can also be observed from the illustration
example shown in Fig. 15. �

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1

Proof: Denote the original charging power sequence as Pi =(
Pi(1), . . . , Pi(Li)

)
. By expanding the power sequence for one

time slot, the updated charging power sequence is denoted as

P′
i =

(
P ′

i (1), . . . , P ′
i (Li + 1)

)
. According to the definition of

battery degradation cost in (13) and Property 3, we have

C(Pi) = β

Li∑

k=1

r
(
Pi (k)

)

= β

Li∑

k=1

r
(
P ′

i (k) + Pi (k) − P ′
i (k)

)

≥β

(
Li∑

k=1

r
(
P ′

i(k)
)
+r′
(
P ′

i(k)
)(

Pi(k)−P ′
i(k)
)
)

.

(27)

Based on the definition of power sequence expanding, we have

Li∑

k=1

(
Pi (k) − P ′

i (k)
)

= P ′
i (Li + 1) . (28)

According to Properties 1 and 2, we have

r
(
P ′

i (Li + 1)
)
≤ r′

(
P ′

i (Li + 1)
)
· P ′

i (Li + 1), (29)
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and

r′
(
P ′

i (1)
)
≥ r′

(
P ′

i (2)
)
≥ · · · ≥ r′

(
P ′

i (Li + 1)
)
. (30)

Then, we have

r
(
P ′

i(Li + 1)
)
≤ r′

(
P ′

i(Li + 1)
)
· P ′

i(Li + 1)

= r′
(
P ′

i(Li + 1)
)
·

Li∑

k=1

(
Pi (k) − P ′

i (k)
)

≤
Li∑

k=1

r′
(
P ′

i(k)
)
·
(
Pi (k) − P ′

i (k)
)
.

(31)

Thus,

C(Pi) ≥ β

(
Li∑

k=1

r
(
P ′

i(k)
)

+ r′
(
P ′

i(k)
)(

Pi(k)−P ′
i(k)

)
)

≥ β

(
Li∑

k=1

r
(
P ′

i(k)
)

+ r
(
P ′

i(Li + 1)
)
)

= β

Li +1∑

k=1

r
(
P ′

i(k)
)

= C(P′
i). (32)

Similar way works for expanding the power sequence for
more time slots. Therefore, it can be seen expanding the power
sequence can effectively decrease the battery degradation cost.

APPENDIX F:
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2

Proof: From the original charging power sequence, suc-
cessively expanding the sequence over one more time
slot, according to the definition of ΔC, denote the bat-
tery degradation cost reduction gain sequence of task
i as ΔCi =

[
ΔC1

i ,ΔC2
i , . . . ,ΔCv

i , · · ·
]
, where ΔCv+1

i <
ΔCv

i ,∀v = 1, 2, · · · .
Assuming in current step, we need to allocate resources to the

active candidate tasks m,n, q, · · · with their current correspond-
ing battery degradation cost reduction sequences as ΔCm =[
ΔCM

m ,ΔCM +1
m , · · ·

]
, ΔCn =

[
ΔCN

n ,ΔCN +1
n , · · ·

]
, ΔCq =

[
ΔCQ

q ,ΔCQ+1
q , · · ·

]
, · · · .

Assuming in this step, we allocate the resource to task
n, where ΔCN

n = max
{
ΔCN

n ,ΔCM
m ,ΔCQ

q , · · ·
}

. Then, in the
next step we will allocate the resource to task i∗, where
ΔC(·)

i∗ = max
{
ΔCN +1

n ,ΔCM
m ,ΔCQ

q , · · ·
}

.
Hypothetically, the greedy based vacant resource allocation

algorithm is not optimal, there must exist an optimal solu-
tion satisfying ΔCM +1

m > ΔC(·)
i∗ or ΔCQ+1

q > ΔC(·)
i∗ , or · · · ,

which means ΔCM +1
m > ΔCM

m , or ΔCQ+1
q > ΔCQ

q , · · · . Obvi-
ously, this is contradicted to the actual condition for any task i
ΔCv+1

i < ΔCv
i ,∀v = 1, 2, · · · .

Thus, we can see the hypothesis does not hold. The greedy
solution is actually optimal. �
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